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ABSTRACT	Women’s	soccer	has	the	highest	incidence	of	concussion	among	female	sports.	However,	there	has	been	relatively	little	research	investigating	the	immediate	and	cumulative	effects	of	soccer	heading	on	brain	injury,	especially	among	youth.	In	an	effort	to	better	understand	concussion	in	the	often-underserved	population	of	women	high	school	soccer	players,	we	investigated,	both	quantitatively	and	qualitatively,	the	nature	of	force	loading	during	heading	of	a	soccer	ball.		Data	was	collected	from	the	Oxford	High	School	Women’s	Varsity	Soccer	Team	using	X2	Biosystems’	xPatch,	which	measures	force	loading	magnitude	and	direction	with	six	degrees	of	linear	and	rotational	freedom	using	a	3-axis	gyroscope	and	a	high-G	3-axis	accelerometer.	Analysis	included	skill	set	differentiation,	baseline	assessment	of	heading	skill,	live-play	data	collection,	and	comparative	analysis	of	player-by-player	technique.	Heading	type	impact	data	was	analyzed	to	find	if	a	correlation	exists	between	the	types	of	header	(passing,	shooting,	clearing)	and	force	loading.	The	distance,	velocity,	and	angle	of	the	incoming	ball	were	varied	to	examine	how	players	alter	form	in	response	to	changes	in	these	variables.	In	addition,	form	and	force-loading	data	was	contrasted	for	headers	performed	while	stationary	versus	headers	performed	while	moving.	Player-by-player	analysis	included	differentiation	of	position	(defender,	midfielder,	forward)	to	assess	if	correlations	could	be	made	regarding	form/force	loading	and	player	position.		The	overall	goal	was	to	provide	prescriptive	analysis	and	recommendation	of	form	in	relation	to	force	loading	of	soccer	headers	with	minimum	training	obtrusiveness	and	maximum	player	benefit.	This	study	serves	as	a	broad	overview	of	the	varying	types	of	headers	and	the	relations	between	those	header	types,	player	profiles,	and	heading	impact	profiles.	As	such,	no	definitive	conclusions	were	made.	This	study	does,	however,	show	that	useful	quantitative	and	qualitative	correlations	can	be	made	and	evaluated	in	regards	to	heading	and	impact	profile.												
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		CHAPTER	1	INTRODUCTION	Soccer	 is	 the	world’s	most	 popular	 sport	with	 a	 population	 of	 265	million	people	 playing	 worldwide	 [10].	 Popularity	 is	 expected	 to	 rise	 as	 the	 number	 of	soccer	players	is	estimated	to	increase	by	10%	annually	[19].	Soccer	players	(aside	from	the	goalkeeper)	are	not	allowed	to	use	their	hands,	 instead	utilizing	all	other	body	 parts	 to	 maneuver	 the	 ball	 across	 the	 pitch.	 A	 popular	 technique	 for	controlling	an	incoming	air-bound	ball	 is	heading.	Heading	has	become	an	integral	part	of	the	sport,	and	the	types	of	heading	techniques	vary	tremendously.	Although	there	is	great	variability	in	each	type	of	“header”,	they	can	be	broadly	grouped	into	three	main	categories:	shooting,	passing	and	clearing	[2].			 Concussion	has	recently	become	a	focal	topic	of	all	sports	associated	with	any	sort	 of	 head	 impact,	 and	 it	 has	 been	 shown	 that	 persisting	 head	 injury	 can	 result	from	 cumulative	 exposure	 and	 participation	 in	 collision	 sports	 [1].	 In	 particular,	soccer	 has	 been	 recorded	 as	 having	 the	 highest	 incidence	 of	 concussion	 among	female	sports	[4,	6].	Furthermore,	recent	evidence	suggests	long-term	neurological	damage	may	 be	 caused	 by	 the	 cumulative	 effects	 of	 soccer	 heading	 [12].	 Despite	soccer	being	the	most	popular	sport	in	the	world	and	its	correlation	to	cumulative	head	trauma,	there	exists	little	if	any	conclusive	research	regarding	how	playing	the	sport	 of	 soccer	 relates	 to	 concussion.	 In	 particular,	 there	 is	 a	 glaring	 lack	 of	meaningful	 research	 on	 women’s	 soccer	 at	 the	 high	 school	 level.	 As	 such,	 the	
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protocols	 in	 place	 for	 preventing	 concussion	 have	 suffered	 and	 FIFA	 (Fédération	Internationale	 de	 Football	 Association)	 -	 the	 leading	 international	 organization	 of	soccer	 –	 has	 not	 implemented	 a	 comprehensive	 concussion	 protocol.	 In	 order	 to	create	 a	 comprehensive	 protocol	 for	 both	 evaluating	 players	 suspected	 of	concussion	 and	 for	prevention	of	 concussion,	 the	 relation	between	headers	 in	 the	sport	and	concussion	must	be	further	understood.			 The	need	 for	 further	 research,	particularly	 in	 form,	 is	 further	substantiated	by	a	 study	of	7	men	and	women’s	 teams	 in	 the	ACC	over	 the	course	of	2	 seasons,	which	found	that	purposeful	heading	was	never	recorded	as	a	mechanism	of	injury	[3].	Boden	et	al.’s	study	underscores	the	need	for	research,	focused	on	heading	form,	which	 leads	 to	 recommendations	 in	 favor	 of	 purposeful	 and	 proper	 heading	 to	consequently	reduce	the	incidence	of	injury.			 The	aims	of	this	study	are	to	quantitatively	and	qualitatively	investigate	the	nature	 of	 force	 loading	 during	 heading	 of	 a	 soccer	 ball	 in	 order	 to	 provide	prescriptive,	 analytical	 recommendations	 of	 technique	 to	 reduce	 the	 detrimental	instantaneous	 and	 cumulative	 effects	 of	 heading.	 Cutting	 edge	 biotechnology	was	utilized	 in	 partnership	 with	 X2	 Biosystems.	 Prescriptive	 recommendations	 were	given	 although	no	 definitive	 conclusions	were	made.	 The	 study	 serves	 as	 a	 broad	overview	 of	 the	 various	 impact	 profiles	 associated	 with	 multiple	 header	 types	across	multiple	player	profiles	differing	in	age,	position,	and	heading	proficiency.				 	
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	 			CHAPTER	2	LITERATURE	REVIEW		 A	 study	 of	 37	 amateur	 soccer	 players	 that	 assessed	 cognitive	 function	 of	white	brain	matter	 relative	 to	 the	amount	of	headers	 each	player	performed	over	past	 year	 found	 that	 soccer	 heading	 was	 statistically	 “associated	 with	 abnormal	white	 matter	 microstructure	 and	 with	 poorer	 neurocognitive	 performance”	 [12].	The	 threshold	associated	with	poorer	memory	was	 found	to	be	1800	headers	 in	a	year,	 while	 the	 threshold	 for	 general	 microstructural	 white	 brain	 matter	abnormalities	was	found	to	be	855	to	1550	headers	per	year.	This	metric	was	found	by	 using	 an	 innovative	 technique	 called	 diffusion	 tensor	 imaging,	 along	 with	magnetic	resonance	imaging,	 in	which	the	study	measured	fractional	anisotropy	of	the	 generated	 data.	 Statistical	 analysis	was	 performed	 in	which	 age,	 sex,	 years	 of	education,	 and	 concussion	 history	 all	 factored	 into	 assessing	 the	 fractional	anisotropy.	The	direct	 association	of	 heading	 and	 concussion	 is	 illustrated	by	 this	study,	 however	 it	 concludes,	 and	 “Further	 research	 is	 thus	 essential	 to	 develop	evidence-based	protective	strategies	that	can	ensure	the	future	of	safe	soccer	play”	[12].	 Analysis,	 modification,	 and	 prescriptive	 recommendation	 of	 technique	 must	then	be	further	researched	to	allow	for	safe	soccer	play	in	the	future.		 Researchers	 from	 the	 University	 Malaysia,	 Pahang	 suggest	 the	 use	 of	protective	 headgear	 to	 reduce	 brain	 trauma	 caused	 by	 the	 cumulative	 effect	 of	
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repetitive	 headings	 [20].	 The	 suggestion	 is	made	 in	 particular	 to	 youth	players	 to	prevent	 injury	 at	 a	 young	 age.	 The	 researchers	 cite	 a	 study	 in	which	 commercial	headgear	 and	 headbands	were	 tested	 [11].	 The	 reduction	 of	 the	 injury	 risk	while	wearing	 current	 headgear	 is	 noted	 to	 be	minimal.	 Testing	was	 conducted	 using	 a	dummy	skull	made	out	of	acrylonitrile	butadiene	styrene	(ABS)	that	was	filled	with	ultrasound	 gel.	 The	 researchers	 noted	 that,	 although	 the	 ultrasound	 gel	 is	 not	 a	suitable	 substitute	 for	brain	matter,	 “it	 provides	 acceptable	 first	 approximation	of	the	 propagation	 of	 pressure	 waves	 caused	 by	 translational	 acceleration”	 [20].	 In	order	 to	measure	 the	 acceleration	 of	 brain	matter	 (represented	 by	 the	 gel),	 a	 tri-axial	accelerometer	was	placed	inside	the	gel	at	the	skull’s	center	of	gravity,	which	was	measured	to	be	7	cm	from	the	foramen	magnum.	They	performed	the	drop	ball	test	 measuring	 acceleration	 using	 their	 data	 acquisition	 module	 (DAQ)	 with	 no	material	 on	 top	 of	 the	 dummy	 skull	 at	 first.	 This	 served	 as	 the	 control	 test	 and	 a	peak	 “brain	 matter”	 acceleration	 of	 6.3750	 ±	 0.8360	 g	 was	 recorded. They	 then	performed	 the	 same	 test	 using	 6	 different	 impact-absorbing	 materials:	 PVC	 yoga	mat;	 lightweight,	 open	 cell	 cushioning	 foam;	 flexible	 mesh	 sheet	 with	 shock	absorption;	 a	 gel	 structure	 made	 from	 polyurethane;	 a	 lightweight,	 durable	 soft	foam;	 a	 soft	 polymer	 foam	 from	 a	 commercial	 kneepad.	 It	 was	 found	 that	 the	polyurethane	comb	gel	and	the	kneepad	foam	reduced	peak	acceleration	the	most.	They	 reduced	 peak	 acceleration	 by	 42%	 and	 48%	 respectively.	 Though	 the	 peak	acceleration	 was	 altered	 by	 the	 material	 used,	 the	 acceleration	 profiles	 of	 each	condition	 were	 nearly	 identical.	 This	 illustrates	 the	 fact	 that	 impact	 absorbing	materials	do	not	affect	the	time	taken	for	the	gel	to	stop	accelerating,	only	the	peak	
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acceleration	rates.	 In	addition	to	measuring	the	rates	at	which	the	gel	accelerated,	the	study	took	care	to	record	any	significant	impacts	the	headgear	had	on	heading	performance.	A	high-speed	 camera	 that	 recorded	 the	 speed	of	 the	ball	 before	and	after	 impact	was	used.	The	high-speed	camera	was	also	utilized	to	make	sure	that	post-impact	 ball	 speed	 was	 not	 decreased	 from	what	 it	 would	 be	 if	 no	 headgear	worn	[20].	While	 studies	 like	 the	 above	 are	 integral	 in	 determining	 the	 best	 way	 to	proceed	 in	concussion	prevention	 in	soccer,	 it	 is	also	 important	 to	understand	the	major	causes	of	concussion	in	soccer.	Research	evidence	suggests	that	heading	may	not	be	the	main	cause	of	concussion	in	soccer	and	that	in	fact	heading	presents	few	short	term	health	risks	(although	there	are	long	term	health	risks)	when	compared	to	player	collisions	[18].	This	claim	is	bolstered	by	a	study	that	found	the	force	per	second	necessary	 to	 sustain	a	 concussion	 is	estimated	 to	be	about	22	N/s.	 Impact	mechanics	 for	heading	of	 a	 soccer	ball	 can	be	described	by	 the	 relationship	F=ma	where	 F	 is	 the	 impact	 force,	 m	 is	 the	 mass	 of	 the	 soccer	 ball,	 and	 a	 is	 the	instantaneous	 acceleration	 of	 the	 soccer	 ball.	 The	 estimated	 force	 of	 impact	 of	 a	soccer	ball	traveling	at	about	65	km/h	is	between	12.4	N/s	and	13.7	N/s,	which	is	a	range	 well	 below	 concussive	 levels	 [18].	 The	 highest-velocity	 ball	 a	 player	might	head	would	be	 from	a	punt,	 (traveling	 approximately	70	km/h)	drop	kick	or	 goal	kick	(both	traveling	approximately	80	km/h)	[18].			Kirkendall	 and	 Garrett	 reviewed	 the	 current	 literature	 on	 cognitive	dysfunction	 in	 relation	 to	 soccer	 play	 and	 found	 that	 “it	 is	 difficult	 to	 blame	purposeful	 heading	 for	 the	 reported	 cognitive	 deficits	 when	 actual	 heading	
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exposure	and	details	of	the	nature	of	head-ball	impact	are	unknown.”	[9]	Since	their	review,	research	has	come	out	that	suggests	that	the	cumulative	effect	of	heading	is	associated	with	 long	 term	cognitive	deficits	 [12].	However,	 the	 assertion	 that	 it	 is	difficult	 to	blame	head-ball	 impacts	 in	 soccer	 for	 short-term	cognitive	dysfunction	remains	 true.	 Additional	 research	 suggests	 there	 is	 no	 significant	 cognitive	 deficit	associated	 with	 soccer	 heading	 in	 collegiate	 soccer	 athletes	 [7].	 Kirkendall	 and	Garrett	 note	 that	 most	 concussions	 are	 suffered	 from	 head-head	 or	 head-ground	impacts	instead	of	from	head-ball	impacts.	A	study	conducted	among	female	middle-school	 soccer	 players	 supports	 this	 claim	 [16].	 Fifty-nine	 concussions	 were	evaluated	 in	 this	 study,	 8	 of	which	were	 repeat	 incidents.	 O’Kane	 et	 al.	 state	 that	most	 (54.3%)	 concussions	 sustained	 involved	 contact	with	 another	 person,	while	only	 30.5%	 involved	heading	 the	ball.	 It	 is	 also	 important	 to	 note	 that	 fouls	were	called	 in	 only	 15.2%	 of	 the	 concussion	 instances.	 The	minimal	 percentage	 of	 foul	play	instances	associated	with	concussion	occurrence	suggests	that	play	leading	to	a	concussion	 is	 within	 the	 regular	 play	 of	 the	 game	 and	 is	 not	 associated	 with	malicious	or	over-zealous	play.			 Current	 heading	 technique	 is	 described	 by	 actively	 impacting	 the	 ball	with	one’s	forehead	while	hyperextending	the	trunk	and	tucking	the	chin	into	the	chest.	The	 speed	 of	 hyperextension	 of	 the	 trunk	 is	 what	 gives	 a	 greater	 impact	 force	exerted	on	the	ball	leading	to	a	higher	post	impact	ball	velocity.	The	greater	majority	of	 heading	 injuries	 are	 accompanied	 by	 poor	 form	 in	 which	 the	 ball	 impacts	 an	unready	 head	 characterized	 by	 poor	 head-neck	 stability	 and	 poor	 flexion	 [18].	Boden	et	al.	studied	concussion	incidence	among	7	men’s	and	women’s	teams	in	the	
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ACC	 over	 2	 seasons,	 and	 found	 that	 purposeful	 heading	was	 never	 recorded	 as	 a	mechanism	of	 injury	 and	 that	 injuries	 sustained	 from	ball	 to	 head	 contact	were	 a	result	of	a	player	being	accidentally	struck	with	the	ball	[3].	It	is	important	to	note	that	 Boden	 et	 al.’s	 conclusion	 that	 heading	 is	 not	 a	 mechanism	 of	 injury	 is	 in	reference	to	the	heading	being	purposeful	and	proper.	A	header	done	with	improper	form	 would	 not	 be	 considered	 a	 purposeful	 and	 proper	 header,	 and	 is	 thus	 not	within	the	parameters	of	Boden	et	al.’s	conclusion.			 A	 study	 that	 included	 69	 active	 soccer	 players	 and	 37	 former	 Norwegian	national	 team	players	 fortifies	 the	 conclusion	made	 in	 the	Boden	et	 al.’s	 research.	4%	 to	 22%	 of	 soccer	 injuries	 consist	 of	 head	 injuries	 such	 as	 concussions	 [21].	Evidence	 is	mounting	 that	 head	 injuries	 in	 soccer	 caused	by	 “heading”	 are	 due	 to	poor	form.	Electroencephalography	(EEG)	was	used	to	examine	the	state	of	the	106	total	 soccer	 players	 in	 the	 study.	 Fewer	 abnormalities	 (10%)	 were	 found	 in	 the	EEG’s	of	players	considered	to	have	proper	form,	and	classified	as	“typical	headers”,	than	 of	 those	 players	 with	 improper	 form	 (27%),	 and	 classified	 as	 “nonheaders”	[21].	 Studies	 like	 this	 and	 Boden	 et	 al.	 underscore	 the	 necessity	 for	 prescriptive	recommendations	on	heading	technique	and	form.		 Ponce	 et	 al.	 modeled	 soccer	 heading	 by	 using	 a	 mathematical	 modeling	technique	 that	 subdivides	 continuous	material	 into	 a	 set	 of	 elements	 that	 has	 its	own	qualities	such	as	density,	elastic	modulus,	and	shear	modulus.	An	external	force	is	translated	to	the	 interior	of	 the	model	skull,	by	use	of	 the	aforementioned	finite	element	 method	 (FEM),	 and	 is	 quantified	 through	 displacements,	 strains,	 or	stresses,	while	 still	 taking	 into	account	 the	 respective	elements	and	qualities	 [17].	
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Ponce	et	al.	hypothesized	 that	 injury	can	be	 located	and	quantified	using	a	 simple	mathematical	model.	The	FEM	accounts	for	maximum	ball	speed,	and	type	of	impact	along	 with	 the	 previously	 mentioned	 elements.	 A	 3D	 skull,	 complete	 with	 brain	matter	 and	 skin	 tissue,	 was	 then	 generated	 from	 cranial	 computed	 tomography	(CT).	 The	 impact	 force	 and	 its	 effects	 could	 then	 be	 quantified	 and	 modeled	 for	analysis.	 The	 great	 variability	 that	 accompany	 heading	 types	 and	 player	 biotypes	presents	problems	for	correlating	the	model	analysis	to	real	headers;	however,	from	the	 model	 it	 was	 concluded	 that	 the	 forehead	 is	 the	 best	 place	 to	 head	 and	 the	parietal	zone	is	the	worst.	To	arrive	at	this	conclusion,	Ponce	et	al.	took	into	account	differing	 skull	 thicknesses	 as	well	 as	 impact	 absorbing	 components	 of	 the	 cranial	region	such	as	 the	scalp	(absorbs	1/20	effect	of	 impact),	 cerebral	spinal	 fluid,	and	membranous	 tissues	 like	 the	 falx,	which	 separates	 the	 cerebral	 hemispheres,	 and	the	tentorium,	which	protects	the	cerebellum	[17].		 Shewchenko	 et	 al.	 also	 conducted	 a	 study	 to	 investigate	 “biomechanical	response	of	 human	 subjects	 during	 intentional	 heading	 and	 identify	 strategies	 for	reducing	head	 impact	severity.”	 [19]	Linear	acceleration,	angular	acceleration,	and	neck	 muscle	 activity	 were	 measured	 in	 7	 active	 soccer	 players	 of	 average	 build	while	 performing	 headers	 of	 different	 types	 (shooting,	 clearing,	 passing)	 and	speeds.	The	results	showed:	neck	muscle	tensing	led	to	lower	head	acceleration	and	higher	 neck	 loads;	 head	 torso	 alignment	 led	 to	 a	 modest	 reduction	 in	 head	accelerations;	exaggerated	follow	through	while	heading	led	to	moderately	reduced	head	accelerations	[19].		
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	 A	 two-pronged	 study	 assessing	 both	 effects	 of	 heading	 on	 neurocognitive	function	 and	 the	 relationship	 between	 neck	 strength	 and	 header	 impact	 was	conducted	by	scientists	from	New	York	University	in	conjunction	with	Ossining	High	School.	They	evaluated	seventeen	female	varsity	high	school	soccer	players	by	use	of	a	computerized	test	called	ImPACT	(Immediate	Post-Concussion	Assessment	and	Cognitive	 Testing;	 Impact	 Applications,	 Inc.,	 Pittsburgh,	 PA).	 ImPACT	 measures	neurocognitive	 factors,	 such	 as	 “visual	 and	 verbal	 memory,	 processing	 time,	attention	 span,	 sustained	 and	 selective	 attention	 time,	 response	 variability,	 non	verbal	 problem	 solving	 and	 reaction	 time.”	 In	 addition	 to	 the	 ImPACT	 test,	 the	players’	flexion,	extension,	left	lateral	flexion	and	right	lateral	flexion	neck	strength	were	measured	using	a	digital	handheld	dynamometer.	The	study	found	statistically	significant	 evidence	 that	 neck	 strength	 and	 header	 impact	 are	 related	 [8].	Specifically,	 it	was	 found	 that	 there	was	 a	 negative	 correlation	between	 isometric	neck	 strength	 and	 resultant	 header	 impact	 for	 all	 three-header	 directions	 tested.	Neck	 strength,	 then,	 is	 an	 integral	 variable	 in	 reducing	 soccer	 header	 impact.	Furthermore,	the	data	indicate	that	players	with	weaker	neck	strength	are	not	able	to	sustain	header	impacts	as	well	as	players	with	greater	neck	strength.	The	study	concludes	 that	 neck	 strengthening	 should	 be	 a	 part	 of	 any	prevention	protocol	 in	order	to	reduce	detrimental	effects	of	cumulative	heading	[8].		 Finally,	 research	 that	 inspired	 this	 particular	 study	 was	 conducted	 by	 a	research	 team	 at	 the	 University	 of	Mississippi,	 under	 supervision	 of	 Dr.	Matthew	Morrison.	 In	 the	 University	 of	 Mississippi’s	 initial	 study	 collaborated	 with	 X2	Biosystems,	 five	 student-athletes	 on	 the	 Ole	 Miss	 Football	 Team	 wore	 xPatches	
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during	 spring	practice.	 The	 impact	 profiles	 of	 one	 of	 the	 participating	 players	 are	shown	in	figure	1.	[15]		
		Figure	1:	Spring	Football	Player	pre	and	post	showing	impact	profiles.		 The	left	impact	profile	was	the	player’s	impact	profile	from	tackling	before	he	saw	 any	 of	 his	 xPatch	 results.	 The	 red,	 orange,	 and	 blue	 vectors	 indicate	 high,	medium,	 and	 low	 magnitude	 impacts,	 respectively.	 In	 the	 left	 impact	 profile,	 the	player	 leads	with	his	head	and	 is	 taking	 the	majority	of	 the	 impacts	on	his	 frontal	bone,	 which	 may	 have	 increased	 injury	 risk.	 The	 player	 was	 shown	 his	 impact	profile	(left)	and	explained	how	his	tackling	form	was	contributing	to	the	many	high	magnitude	impacts	shown.	After	the	player	was	shown	his	previous	impact	profile	(left),	he	was	again	outfitted	with	the	xPatch	device	and	a	new	impact	profile	(right)	was	 generated	 for	 his	 next	 practice.	 A	 noticeable	 difference	 is	 seen	 in	 the	 impact	profile,	 where	 the	 frequency	 of	 high	 magnitude	 impacts	 has	 decreased	 and	 the	location	of	the	impacts	has	largely	transitioned	to	the	right	peripheral	cranial	bones.		The	player’s	xSposure	score	decreased	from	465	to	351,	despite	being	subjected	to	more	impacts.	The	dramatic	change	in	impact	profile	can	be	attributed	to	the	player	
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altering	 his	 form	 based	 off	 of	 the	 feedback	 he	 received	 from	 his	 xPatch	 impact	profiles.	 Morrison’s	 study	 shows	 potential	 for	 hitting/heading	 form	 analysis	 as	 a	prescriptive	approach	to	head	injury	prevention.	[15]			 																		
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			CHAPTER	3	METHODOLOGY	
Purpose		 The	purpose	of	this	study	was	to	quantitatively	and	qualitatively	investigate	the	 nature	 of	 force	 loading	 during	 heading	 of	 a	 soccer	 ball	 in	 order	 to	 provide	prescriptive	 analytical	 recommendations	 of	 technique	 to	 reduce	 the	 detrimental	instantaneous	 and	 cumulative	 effects	 of	 heading.	 The	 overall	 goal	 of	 maximum	player	benefit	and	minimum	training	obtrusiveness	underscored	the	entirety	of	the	study.		
Population		 Fourteen	 varsity	 women’s	 soccer	 players	 from	 Oxford	 High	 School	 (OHS)	participated	in	this	study.	Oxford	High	School	is	a	Mississippi	Class	5A	Sports	School.	The	 Institutional	 Review	 Board	 (IRB)	 approved	 the	 study,	 and	 written	 informed	consent	 from	 the	 athlete’s	 parent	 or	 guardian	was	 obtained	due	 to	 the	 age	 of	 the	participants	 (minors).	 In	 addition,	 written	 informed	 assent	 by	 the	 participant	athletes	 was	 obtained.	 Grade	 level	 ranged	 from	 freshman	 to	 senior.	 Positional	variety	 was	 a	 key	 component	 of	 the	 study,	 and	 as	 such,	 all	 positions	 were	represented.	 Participants’	 proficiency	 level	 in	 heading	was	 identified	 as	 excellent,	good,	 decent,	 or	 poor	 by	 their	 coaching	 staff	 before	 data	 collection	 occurred.	 The	evaluation	 was	 a	 reflection	 of	 the	 coaches’	 opinion	 of	 each	 player’s	 heading	
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technique	as	of	January	8th,	2016.	The	evaluation	was	uninfluenced	by	the	study,	and	is	viewed	as	an	experienced	and	informed	opinion.		Table	1	–	Participant	Details	Player	 Position	 Grade	Level	 Heading	Proficiency	1	 Forward	 Senior	 Excellent	2	 Defense	 Senior	 Good	3	 Midfield	 Junior	 Excellent	4	 Defense	 Freshman	 Decent	5	 Defense,	Goalkeeper	 Senior	 Decent	6	 Defense	 Junior	 Good	7	 Forward	 Senior	 Good		8	 Goalkeeper	 Junior	 Good	9	 Forward	 Freshman	 Good	10	 Defense	 Junior	 Decent	11	 Forward	 Sophomore	 Good	12	 Midfield	 Sophomore	 Excellent	13	 Midfield	 Sophomore	 Excellent	14	 Midfield	 Sophomore	 Poor	
	
Technology	Utilized		 In	order	to	quantify	the	force	impacts	associated	with	concussion,	advanced	head	 injury	 monitoring	 systems	 were	 used.	 In	 a	 partnership	 forged	 through	 the	
Heads	in	the	Game	summer	program,	X2	Biosystems	allowed	for	the	use	of	patented	technology	 in	 this	 study.	 Using	 wearable	 sensor	 devices,	 developed	 by	 X2	Biosystems,	6-axis	 impact	acceleration	 function	 information	was	gathered.	The	X2	Biosystems	xPatch	was	the	main	piece	of	hardware	used.	The	xPatch	is	a	wearable	sensor	that	contains	a	gyroscope	to	calculate	rotational	forces	with	three	degrees	of	freedom,	 a	high-G	3-axis	accelerometer	 to	 calculate	 translational	 forces	with	 three	degrees	 of	 freedom,	 and	 a	 radio	 transmitter	 to	 relay	 the	 information	 in	 real	 time	
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[23].	 The	 xPatch	 hardware	 is	 complemented	 by	 X2	 Biosystems’	 Integrated	
Concussion	Examination	(ICE)	software.		“The	 X2	 ICE	 is	 the	 worlds	 first	 cloud-based	 concussion	 management	 software	system.	Drawn	from	the	SCAT-2,	SCAT-3	and	NFL	concussion	assessment	protocols,	the	X2	ICE	provides	an	unprecedented	degree	of	completeness,	efficiency,	accuracy	of	care,	all	in	an	easy-to-use,	secure,	cloud-connected	iOS	mobile	platform.”	[22]			
	Figure	2	–	xPatch	worn	by	OHS	varsity	soccer	player	
Data	Collection	Procedure		 Data	were	collected	over	the	course	of	three	separate	sessions.	One	session	was	 a	 staged	 measurement	 session	 where	 the	 distance,	 number	 of	 headers,	 and	approximate	ball	velocity	was	controlled.	The	two	remaining	sessions	were	live	data	
collection	 where	 the	 players	 were	 outfitted	 with	 the	 xPatch	 before	 a	 scheduled	game.	All	data	was	collected	at	Oxford	Middle	School	Field.	In	all	sessions,	the	xPatch	was	worn	behind	the	right	ear	of	the	participant,	affixed	with	an	adhesive	bandage.		Initial	 data,	 the	 staged	measurement	 session,	 were	 collected	 on	 January	 8th,	2016	beginning	at	3:00	pm	and	ending	at	4:30	pm.	The	players	were	outfitted	with	the	xPatch	chip	beginning	at	3:00	pm.	After	each	participant	was	outfitted	with	the	chip,	 they	 were	 randomly	 separated	 into	 two	 groups	 of	 seven.	 The	 participants	stayed	in	their	respective	group	for	the	entirety	of	the	session.	The	head	coach	and	
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lead	researcher	practiced	underhand	throwing	soccer	balls	 in	a	consistent	manner	from	5,	10	and	20	yards.	The	approximated	soccer	ball	trajectory	is	shown	in	figure	5	where	the	thrower	stands	at	the	0	and	is	attempting	to	throw	to	the	participant	5	yards	 away.	 This	 trajectory	 was	 not	 exact	 and	 was	 prone	 to	 user	 error,	 but	 this	trajectory	was	the	attempted	flight	path.	
	Figure	3	–	Attempted	soccer	ball	toss	trajectory	Three	 cameras	 were	 set	 up	 before	 any	 measurements	 were	 taken.	 Two	cameras	were	placed	at	 the	 intersection	of	 the	out	of	bounds	 line	and	the	15	yard	mark.	The	third	was	placed	on	the	center	of	the	field	goal	crossbar.		Players	performed	a	series	of	headers	as	 if	 they	were	passing,	clearing,	and	shooting	 from	both	 standing	 still	 and	 running	positions.	 First,	 they	performed	 the	
passing	header	series.	 Players	were	 instructed	 to	head	 the	ball	 as	 if	 passing	 to	 the	feet	of	a	teammate.	Players	were	instructed	to	focus	on	control	and	accuracy	of	the	header.	15	passing	headers	per	player	were	perfomed	from	distances	of	5,	10,	and	20	yards	(5	headers/distance/player)	while	standing	still.		Second,	 the	players	performed	the	clearing	series	with	 instructions	 to	 focus	on	 power	 and	 distance	 maximization.	 10	 headers	 per	 player	 (5/distance/player)	were	performed	from	distances	of	5	and	10	yards	while	standing	still.		
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Thirdly,	 players	 perfomed	 the	 shooting	 series	 with	 instructions	 to	 focus	 on	accuracy,	power,	and	placement.	They	were	positioned	10	yards	away	from	the	goal	and	attempted	to	“place”	the	soccer	ball	in	a	desirable	location	such	as	the	lower	or	upper	 corner	 with	 power	 behind	 the	 ball	 as	 well	 as	 accuracy.	 Players	 each	performed	5	headers	in	this	fashion	while	standing	still.		In	 the	 final	portion	of	 the	staged	measurement	session,	players	performed	5	running	 headers	 each	 from	 10	 yards	 away	 in	 a	 passing	 fashion	 and	 a	 shooting	fashion.	The	only	difference	between	these	headers	and	the	previous	standing	still	headers	 was	 that	 during	 this	 round	 players	 took	 a	 3	 yard	 running	 start	 into	 the	header.	The	intructions	for	the	passing	and	shooting	techniques	were	the	same.		The	second	day	of	collection	was	January	15th,	2016.	This	was	the	first	day	of	
live	 data	 collection.	 13	 players	 were	 outfitted	 (player	 2	 absent)	 with	 the	 xPatch	approximately	 an	hour	before	 the	 start	 of	 the	 game	at	5:00	pm	CST.	The	weather	was	60°F	 and	 sunny.	 Permission	was	 asked	of	 the	opposing	 team	and	 the	 referee	staff	prior	to	the	start	of	the	game	to	allow	the	Oxford	High	School	players	to	wear	the	xPatch.	Both	the	opposing	team	and	the	referee	staff	consented.	The	game	then	proceeded	 as	 usual.	 There	were	 two	 40	minute	 halves	 of	 play,	 with	 a	 15	minute	halftime.	Once	the	game	had	ended,	players	returned	their	xPatches.		The	third	day	of	collection	was	January	23rd,	2016.	This	was	the	second	day	of	 live	data	collection.	The	same	pregame	outfitting	procedure	as	 the	 first	 live	data	
collection	was	performed.	The	weather	was	32°F	and	sunny.		
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Data	Processing	The	 X2	 Biosystems’	 xPatch	 supplied	 the	 data	 for	 impact	 measures.	 Each	measured	 impact	 through	 the	 xPatch	 calculates	 xSposure	 value,	 Peak	 Linear	Acceleration	 at	 the	 Center	 of	 Gravity	 (PLA),	 Peak	 Rotational	 Acceleration	 at	 the	Center	 of	 Gravity	 (PRA),	 Peak	 Rotational	 Velocity	 (PRV),	 Impact	 Duration,	Generalized	Acceleration	Model	for	Brain	Injury	Threshold	(GAMBIT),	Gadd	Severity	Index	(GSI)	and	Head	Injury	Criterion	(HIC).	xSposure	is	a	proprietary	quantitative	measurement	by	X2	Biosystems.	GAMBIT	is	given	by	the	equation	in	Figure	4.	
	Figure	4:	Generalized	Acceleration	Model	for	Brain	Injury	Threshold;	where	amax	is	maximum	linear	acceleration	given	in	g	forces,	and	αmax	is	maximum	rotational	acceleration	given	in	radians/s2.	GSI	is	given	by	Figure	5.	
	Figure	5:	Gadd	Severity	Index.	[5]	Head	Injury	Criterion	(HIC),	invented	in	1972,	is	a	metric	used	for	evaluating	head	 injury	 potential	 in	 scenarios	 ranging	 from	 automobile	 accidents	 to	 sport	injuries.	HIC	 is	 given	by	 the	 equation	 in	Figure	6,	 and	generates	 a	 value	based	on	resultant	translational	acceleration	[14].		
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	Figure	6:	Head	Injury	Criterion		 Once	 these	measurements	were	 calculated	 for	 each	measured	 impact,	 they	were	then	categorized	and	averaged	by	distance	and	header	type.	This	was	done	by	matching	 the	 header	 type	 and	 distance	 at	 a	 specific	 time,	 as	 seen	 in	 video	 of	 the	staged	measurement	 session,	 with	 the	 impact	 profile	 associated	with	 the	 specific	time	as	recorded	by	the	xPatch	device.										 				
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CHAPTER	4	RESULTS	Data	are	provided	for	comparison	of	a	number	of	correlational	relationships.	Summaries	of	the	maximum	and	minimum	values,	per	player	and	per	header	type,	of	 tables	 7-32	 are	 shown	 in	 tables	 33-40.	 These	 analyses	 (Tables	 33-40)	 provide	comparison	for	which	heading	types	lead	to	the	highest	and	lowest	impact	profiles	as	 given	by	PLA,	 PRA,	 PRV,	 and	duration	of	 impact.	 These	data	 lead	 to	 inferences	regarding	what	contributes	most	to	high	impact	profiles	and,	thus,	increased	risk	of	injury	 over	 time.	 The	 data	 in	 table	 6	 lead	 to	 comparison	 of	 age	 and	 player	proficiency	vs.	impact	profiles.	These	data	allow	for	inferences	of	what	quantitative	values	 can	 be	 associated	 with	 each	 qualitative	 heading	 proficiency	 level.	 Impact	location	tables	43,	44,	47,	48,	51,	and	52	provide	 important	 information	regarding	where	players	of	different	proficiency	level	head	the	ball	most.	This	 information	is	particularly	useful	in	determining	proper	and	consistent	heading	form.							 				
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Collection	Sessions	Data													Table	2:	January	8th,	2016	 	 Table	4:	January	23rd,	2016		
		Table	3:	January	15th,	2016	 	 	 	 				Table	5:	Overall	(all	3	sessions)	
	
Player	 #	of	Impacts	 xSposure	
1	 27	 73	
2	 XXXX	 XXXX	
3	 44	 73	
4	 22	 38	
5	 21	 52	
6	 50	 91	
7	 XXXX	 XXXX	
8	 20	 24	
9	 XXXX	 XXXX	
10	 XXXX	 XXXX	
11	 XXXX	 XXXX	
12	 36	 92	
13	 16	 32	
14	 12	 25	
Player	 #	of	Impacts	 xSposure	
		1	 45	 123	
2	 99	 288	
3	 31	 151	
4	 58	 346	
5	 55	 210	
6	 61	 196	
7	 56	 217	
8	 61	 218	
9	 57	 147	
10	 94	 251	
11	 101	 289	
12	 51	 153	
13	 60	 147	
14	 67	 193	
Player	 #	of	Impacts	 xSposure	
1	 122	 331	
2	 99	 288	
3	 137	 373	
4	 106	 434	
5	 107	 327	
6	 169	 404	
7	 129	 324	
8	 106	 297	
9	 70	 179	
10	 137	 324	
11	 101	 289	
12	 174	 503	
13	 96	 227	
14	 103	 262	
Player	 #	of	Impacts	 xSposure	
1	 50	 135	
2	 XXXX**	 XXXX**	
3	 62	 149	
4	 26	 50	
5	 65	 31	
6	 58	 117	
7	 73	 107	
8	 25	 55	
9	 13	 32	
10	 43	 73	
11	 XXXX	 XXXX	
12	 87	 258	
13	 20	 48	
14	 24	 44	
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	Note:	XXXX	-	the	xPatch	did	not	record	impacts	during	the	session	due	to	user/device	error.		**	-	player	absent	
	Figure	7:	Total	Impacts	vs.	Cumulative	xSposure	Score.	Reflective	of	all	three	data	collection	sessions	combined.		Table	6:	Comparative	values	of	player	position,	grade	level,	and	heading	proficiency	to	xSposure	score.	Player	 Position	 Grade	Level	 Heading	Proficiency	 xSposure	Score	1	 Forward	 Senior	 Excellent	 331	2	 Defense	 Senior	 Good	 288	3	 Midfield	 Junior	 Excellent	 373	4	 Defense	 Freshman	 Decent	 434	5	 Defense,	Goalkeeper	 Senior	 Decent	 327	6	 Defense	 Junior	 Good	 404	7	 Forward	 Senior	 Good		 324	8	 Goalkeeper	 Junior	 Good	 297	9	 Forward	 Freshman	 Good	 179	10	 Defense	 Junior	 Decent	 324	11	 Forward	 Sophomore	 Good	 289	12	 Midfield	 Sophomore	 Excellent	 503	13	 Midfield	 Sophomore	 Excellent	 227	14	 Midfield	 Sophomore	 Poor	 262	
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Staged	Data	Collection	Session	Player	Averages	Table	7:	Player	1	Averages	[Data	Collection	Session	1:	Staged]:	PLA,	PRA,	PRV,	and	HIC	 Player	1	Averages	 PLA	@	CG	(g)	 PRA	@	CG	(deg/s2)	 PRV	(deg/s)	 HIC_15	 HIC_36	5	yd	passing	(still)	 13.070	 134790.600	 1015.103	 3.384	 3.797	10	yd	passing	(still)	 15.435	 141809.620	 801.256	 5.475	 6.447	20	yd	passing	(still)	 38.285	 399574.200	 1357.609	 34.302	 34.344		 	 	 	 	 	5	yd	clearing	(still)	 11.853	 122927.933	 702.144	 3.001	 3.671	10	yd	clearing	(still)	 16.337	 139428.200	 824.351	 6.880	 8.095		 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(still)	 16.037	 155999.333	 995.463	 6.438	 7.857	10	yd	passing	(runner)	 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(runner)	 34.381	 318337.500	 1411.265	 27.341	 33.077		Table	8:	Player	1	Averages	[Data	Collection	Session	1:	Staged]:	GSI,	GAMBIT,	and	Duration	 Player	1	Averages	 GSI	 GAMBIT	 Duration	(ms)	5	yd	passing	(still)	 5.469	 0.078	 5.400	10	yd	passing	(still)	 8.622	 0.097	 5.600	20	yd	passing	(still)	 49.175	 0.196	 13.200		 	 	 	5	yd	clearing	(still)	 4.948	 0.079	 4.333	10	yd	clearing	(still)	 11.131	 0.094	 6.600		 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(still)	 10.170	 0.095	 6.667	10	yd	passing	(runner)	 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(runner)	 50.461	 0.160	 12.500		
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Table	9:	Player	2	Averages	[Data	Collection	Session	1:	Staged]:	PLA,	PRA,	PRV,	and	HIC	 Player	2	Averages	 PLA	@	CG	(g)	 PRA	@	CG	(deg/s2)	 PRV	(deg/s)	 HIC_15	 HIC_36	5	yd	passing	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	passing	(still)	 25.132	 320792.600	 1403.120	 19.416	 23.442	20	yd	passing	(still)	 42.103	 577269.600	 2025.094	 70.354	 86.643		 	 	 	 	 	5	yd	clearing	(still)	 15.154	 150868.250	 658.655	 6.485	 6.980	10	yd	clearing	(still)	 27.120	 321020.000	 1264.977	 20.332	 24.049		 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(still)	 26.915	 288358.200	 1202.589	 25.127	 30.428	10	yd	passing	(runner)	 18.897	 279470.000	 1129.733	 10.206	 12.377	10	yd	shooting	(runner)	 20.116	 245332.080	 1039.313	 12.645	 14.962		Table	10:	Player	2	Averages	[Data	Collection	Session	1:	Staged]:	GSI,	GAMBIT,	and	Duration	 Player	2	Averages	 GSI	 GAMBIT	 Duration	(ms)	5	yd	passing	(still)	 	 	 	10	yd	passing	(still)	 31.879	 0.190	 9.800	20	yd	passing	(still)	 110.610	 0.321	 23.800		 	 	 	5	yd	clearing	(still)	 9.534	 0.099	 7.000	10	yd	clearing	(still)	 34.003	 0.202	 13.000		 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(still)	 42.487	 0.197	 13.400	10	yd	passing	(runner)	 16.841	 0.153	 10.400	10	yd	shooting	(runner)	 20.468	 0.150	 11.400			
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Table	11:	Player	4	Averages	[Data	Collection	Session	1:	Staged]:	PLA,	PRA,	PRV,	and	HIC	 Player	4	Averages	 PLA	@	CG	(g)	 PRA	@	CG	(deg/s2)	 PRV	(deg/s)	 HIC_15	 HIC_36	5	yd	passing	(still)	 25.065	 328429.333	 1524.14	 15.981	 17.461	10	yd	passing	(still)	 29.219	 353159.750	 1569.805	 25.205	 28.556	20	yd	passing	(still)	 44.640	 673604.600	 2375.984	 73.603	 83.441		 	 	 	 	 	5	yd	clearing	(still)	 26.771	 325629.667	 1588.876	 21.714	 23.048	10	yd	clearing	(still)	 31.629	 367732.000	 1780.746	 30.6117	 33.985		 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(still)	 32.132	 375942.800	 1726.542	 39.305	 47.049	10	yd	passing	(runner)	 34.438	 419669.000	 1837.980	 40.280	 45.559	10	yd	shooting	(runner)	 35.624	 511213.800	 2065.966	 44.801	 52.846		Table	12:	Player	4	Averages	[Data	Collection	Session	1:	Staged]:	GSI,	GAMBIT,	and	Duration	Player	4	Averages	 GSI	 GAMBIT	 Duration	(ms)	5	yd	passing	(still)	 25.148	 0.185	 8.333	10	yd	passing	(still)	 39.834	 0.231	 13.250	20	yd	passing	(still)	 113.022	 0.369	 15.600		 	 	 	5	yd	clearing	(still)	 32.656	 0.196	 8.667	10	yd	clearing	(still)	 47.943	 0.249	 11.400		 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(still)	 59.901	 0.273	 18.800	10	yd	passing	(runner)	 62.510	 0.276	 15.800	10	yd	shooting	(runner)	 71.576	 0.309	 15.400			
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Table	13:	Player	5	Averages	[Data	Collection	Session	1:	Staged]:	PLA,	PRA,	PRV,	and	HIC	 Player	5	Averages	 PLA	@	CG	(g)	 PRA	@	CG	(deg/s2)	 PRV	(deg/s)	 HIC_15	 HIC_36	5	yd	passing	(still)	 16.767	 211827.750	 871.278	 5.358	 6.466	10	yd	passing	(still)	 33.283	 494108.000	 1686.627	 39.212	 39.336	20	yd	passing	(still)	 33.959	 561170.000	 2070.657	 38.071	 40.323		 	 	 	 	 	5	yd	clearing	(still)	 13.632	 197862.000	 887.737	 3.680	 6.041	10	yd	clearing	(still)	 22.907	 273835.600	 1090.355	 11.648	 12.697		 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(still)	 16.392	 204762.500	 1192.032	 5.670	 7.002	10	yd	passing	(runner)	 19.036	 275466.200	 1125.785	 8.753	 10.053	10	yd	shooting	(runner)	 28.329	 294492.400	 1269.871	 26.966	 28.876		Table	14:	Player	5	Averages	[Data	Collection	Session	1:	Staged]:	GSI,	GAMBIT,	and	Duration	 Player	5	Averages	 GSI	 GAMBIT	 Duration	(ms)	5	yd	passing	(still)	 9.323	 0.131	 5.000	10	yd	passing	(still)	 52.486	 0.249	 15.667	20	yd	passing	(still)	 54.587	 0.280	 14.333		 	 	 	5	yd	clearing	(still)	 8.020	 0.144	 4.500	10	yd	clearing	(still)	 18.870	 0.180	 7.800		 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(still)	 10.004	 0.129	 6.500	10	yd	passing	(runner)	 14.542	 0.157	 6.200	10	yd	shooting	(runner)	 39.596	 0.225	 12.800		
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Table	15:	Player	6	Averages	[Data	Collection	Session	1:	Staged]:	PLA,	PRA,	PRV,	and	HIC	 Player	6	Averages	 PLA	@	CG	(g)	 PRA	@	CG	(deg/s2)	 PRV	(deg/s)	 HIC_15	 HIC_36	5	yd	passing	(still)	 18.549	 216024.000	 1039.162	 7.849	 8.026	10	yd	passing	(still)	 20.701	 211711.600	 974.925	 12.313	 13.643	20	yd	passing	(still)	 36.868	 324845.800	 1170.166	 35.826	 40.412		 	 	 	 	 	5	yd	clearing	(still)	 17.067	 154664.825	 779.779	 5.745	 6.429	10	yd	clearing	(still)	 26.064	 246713.200	 1050.852	 18.691	 21.415		 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(still)	 17.538	 205072.800	 955.817	 7.814	 9.216	10	yd	passing	(runner)	 28.478	 256267.400	 1159.372	 17.727	 18.392	10	yd	shooting	(runner)	 18.771	 147921.600	 748.179	 8.240	 9.192		Table	16:	Player	6	Averages	[Data	Collection	Session	1:	Staged]:	GSI,	GAMBIT,	and	Duration	 Player	6	Averages	 GSI	 GAMBIT	 Duration	(ms)	5	yd	passing	(still)	 11.095	 0.119	 8.000	10	yd	passing	(still)	 18.957	 0.141	 10.400	20	yd	passing	(still)	 59.202	 0.212	 11.200		 	 	 	5	yd	clearing	(still)	 9.159	 0.099	 6.750	10	yd	clearing	(still)	 30.276	 0.159	 11.400		 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(still)	 12.332	 0.120	 8.800	10	yd	passing	(runner)	 26.241	 0.160	 9.200	10	yd	shooting	(runner)	 12.999	 0.108	 7.800		 	
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Table	17:	Player	7	Averages	[Data	Collection	Session	1:	Staged]:	PLA,	PRA,	PRV,	and	HIC	 Player	7	Averages	 PLA	@	CG	(g)	 PRA	@	CG	(deg/s2)	 PRV	(deg/s)	 HIC_15	 HIC_36	5	yd	passing	(still)	 18.474	 293355.250	 1623.678	 9.891	 10.460	10	yd	passing	(still)	 30.544	 374584.600	 1534.014	 29.839	 31.838	20	yd	passing	(still)	 12.704	 285843.500	 902.074	 3.171	 4.551		 	 	 	 	 	5	yd	clearing	(still)	 19.999	 340945.667	 1140.387	 12.880	 15.647	10	yd	clearing	(still)	 23.618	 322788.750	 1181.085	 17.737	 19.486		 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(still)	 21.862	 329899.400	 1168.863	 13.041	 14.781	10	yd	passing	(runner)	 18.300	 273038.667	 1073.734	 8.648	 9.677	10	yd	shooting	(runner)	 27.094	 105524.900	 390.112	 27.800	 27.800		Table	18:	Player	7	Averages	[Data	Collection	Session	1:	Staged]:	GSI,	GAMBIT,	and	Duration	 Player	7	Averages	 GSI	 GAMBIT	 Duration	(ms)	5	yd	passing	(still)	 14.329	 0.147	 6.000	10	yd	passing	(still)	 43.687	 0.249	 10.600	20	yd	passing	(still)	 5.964	 0.110	 4.000		 	 	 	5	yd	clearing	(still)	 19.963	 0.152	 8.667	10	yd	clearing	(still)	 26.945	 0.178	 9.000		 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(still)	 19.858	 0.171	 7.600	10	yd	passing	(runner)	 12.608	 0.139	 8.667	10	yd	shooting	(runner)	 49.130	 0.110	 9.000			
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Table	19:	Player	8	Averages	[Data	Collection	Session	1:	Staged]:	PLA,	PRA,	PRV,	and	HIC	 Player	8	Averages	 PLA	@	CG	(g)	 PRA	@	CG	(deg/s2)	 PRV	(deg/s)	 HIC_15	 HIC_36	5	yd	passing	(still)	 12.556	 139776.400	 752.849	 2.843	 2.930	10	yd	passing	(still)	 18.857	 215120.200	 996.200	 8.738	 9.355	20	yd	passing	(still)	 25.898	 418897.000	 1670.570	 22.017	 24.181		 	 	 	 	 	5	yd	clearing	(still)	 15.508	 205059.600	 1291.396	 5.127	 5.802	10	yd	clearing	(still)	 18.426	 258234.400	 1147.424	 7.757	 8.151		 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(still)	 21.632	 229127.600	 1120.068	 14.970	 18.149	10	yd	passing	(runner)	 15.512	 167345.880	 856.591	 4.903	 6.437	10	yd	shooting	(runner)	 19.489	 265242.600	 1280.080	 11.949	 13.534		Table	20:	Player	8	Averages	[Data	Collection	Session	1:	Staged]:	GSI,	GAMBIT,	and	Duration	 Player	8	Averages	 GSI	 GAMBIT	 Duration	(ms)	5	yd	passing	(still)	 4.355	 0.074	 5.200	10	yd	passing	(still)	 12.590	 0.119	 8.200	20	yd	passing	(still)	 31.033	 0.197	 10.800		 	 	 	5	yd	clearing	(still)	 7.887	 0.104	 7.000	10	yd	clearing	(still)	 11.170	 0.123	 7.400		 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(still)	 23.385	 0.154	 12.600	10	yd	passing	(runner)	 8.483	 0.101	 6.600	10	yd	shooting	(runner)	 17.102	 0.136	 8.600		 	
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Table	21:	Player	9	Averages	[Data	Collection	Session	1:	Staged]:	PLA,	PRA,	PRV,	and	HIC	 Player	9	Averages	 PLA	@	CG	(g)	 PRA	@	CG	(deg/s2)	 PRV	(deg/s)	 HIC_15	 HIC_36	5	yd	passing	(still)	 12.889	 102562.933	 520.093	 3.808	 4.538	10	yd	passing	(still)	 21.334	 161155.520	 686.424	 12.182	 14.529	20	yd	passing	(still)	 34.623	 279501.500	 1078.879	 29.502	 41.382		 	 	 	 	 	5	yd	clearing	(still)	 15.015	 84810.900	 521.533	 5.589	 7.556	10	yd	clearing	(still)	 20.057	 120550.050	 693.859	 10.177	 14.049		 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(still)	 23.496	 141021.400	 1169.112	 12.055	 16.057	10	yd	passing	(runner)	 26.743	 158288.750	 1179.688	 16.963	 21.455	10	yd	shooting	(runner)	 20.752	 98842.480	 603.415	 9.780	 11.653		Table	22:	Player	9	Averages	[Data	Collection	Session	1:	Staged]:	GSI,	GAMBIT,	and	Duration	 Player	9	Averages	 GSI	 GAMBIT	 Duration	(ms)	5	yd	passing	(still)	 5.655	 0.070	 3.667	10	yd	passing	(still)	 18.431	 0.117	 15.400	20	yd	passing	(still)	 56.321	 0.187	 18.250		 	 	 	5	yd	clearing	(still)	 9.609	 0.085	 7.000	10	yd	clearing	(still)	 18.660	 0.115	 11.750		 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(still)	 20.782	 0.124	 13.000	10	yd	passing	(runner)	 28.559	 0.139	 8.500	10	yd	shooting	(runner)	 16.221	 0.102	 11.800			
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Table	23:	Player	10	Averages	[Data	Collection	Session	1:	Staged]:	PLA,	PRA,	PRV,	and	HIC	Player	10	Averages	 PLA	@	CG	(g)	 PRA	@	CG	(deg/s2)	 PRV	(deg/s)	 HIC_15	 HIC_36	5	yd	passing	(still)	 10.069	 135206.000	 702.822	 2.354	 3.689	10	yd	passing	(still)	 12.245	 175863.000	 705.867	 3.695	 5.561	20	yd	passing	(still)	 29.371	 322497.200	 1074.365	 28.405	 34.377		 	 	 	 	 	5	yd	clearing	(still)	 11.974	 145913.250	 694.863	 3.531	 5.503	10	yd	clearing	(still)	 15.598	 168800.800	 649.480	 5.886	 7.871		 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(still)	 14.213	 147005.380	 849.024	 4.798	 7.592	10	yd	passing	(runner)	 21.413	 233259.400	 915.094	 12.158	 14.513	10	yd	shooting	(runner)	 26.147	 282219.200	 1125.847	 21.880	 28.560		Table	24:	Player	10	Averages	[Data	Collection	Session	1:	Staged]:	GSI,	GAMBIT,	and	Duration	 Player	10	Averages	 GSI	 GAMBIT	 Duration	(ms)	5	yd	passing	(still)	 4.858	 0.064	 1.000	10	yd	passing	(still)	 6.928	 0.101	 4.333	20	yd	passing	(still)	 43.235	 0.208	 17.000		 	 	 	5	yd	clearing	(still)	 7.105	 0.086	 5.250	10	yd	clearing	(still)	 10.427	 0.105	 6.800		 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(still)	 9.917	 0.103	 7.200	10	yd	passing	(runner)	 19.159	 0.138	 12.400	10	yd	shooting	(runner)	 37.684	 0.183	 11.600		 	
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Table	25:	Player	11	Averages	[Data	Collection	Session	1:	Staged]:	PLA,	PRA,	PRV,	and	HIC	Player	11	Averages	 PLA	@	CG	(g)	 PRA	@	CG	(deg/s2)	 PRV	(deg/s)	 HIC_15	 HIC_36	5	yd	passing	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	passing	(still)	 14.384	 134411.350	 692.470	 4.157	 5.725	20	yd	passing	(still)	 15.380	 299569.000	 1172.691	 6.002	 8.973		 	 	 	 	 	5	yd	clearing	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	clearing	(still)	 21.347	 172840.500	 824.872	 8.446	 9.989		 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(still)	 18.759	 185453.600	 889.453	 8.344	 12.300	10	yd	passing	(runner)	 14.667	 190523.500	 803.213	 5.017	 6.579	10	yd	shooting	(runner)	 18.521	 198783.000	 953.050	 7.018	 8.597		Table	26:	Player	11	Averages	[Data	Collection	Session	1:	Staged]:	GSI,	GAMBIT,	and	Duration	 Player	11	Averages	 GSI	 GAMBIT	 Duration	(ms)	5	yd	passing	(still)	 	 	 	10	yd	passing	(still)	 8.088	 0.102	 5.250	20	yd	passing	(still)	 11.437	 0.147	 7.600		 	 	 	5	yd	clearing	(still)	 	 	 	10	yd	clearing	(still)	 15.052	 0.120	 7.750		 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(still)	 16.620	 0.131	 9.200	10	yd	passing	(runner)	 9.315	 0.113	 7.250	10	yd	shooting	(runner)	 12.011	 0.129	 7.400			
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Table	27:	Player	12	Averages	[Data	Collection	Session	1:	Staged]:	PLA,	PRA,	PRV,	and	HIC	Player	12	Averages	 PLA	@	CG	(g)	 PRA	@	CG	(deg/s2)	 PRV	(deg/s)	 HIC_15	 HIC_36	5	yd	passing	(still)	 12.747	 130822.667	 819.294	 3.486	 3.802	10	yd	passing	(still)	 18.196	 196336.800	 1238.835	 8.739	 9.962	20	yd	passing	(still)	 34.443	 424250.600	 1642.453	 51.724	 53.463		 	 	 	 	 	5	yd	clearing	(still)	 10.989	 161174.000	 884.244	 3.362	 4.430	10	yd	clearing	(still)	 14.075	 231988.500	 1053.053	 5.615	 7.028		 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(still)	 14.292	 226288.600	 1035.433	 5.861	 7.907	10	yd	passing	(runner)	 18.047	 168457.600	 1053.916	 8.909	 12.421	10	yd	shooting	(runner)	 25.554	 213735.000	 1157.649	 28.516	 34.603		Table	28:	Player	12	Averages	[Data	Collection	Session	1:	Staged]:	GSI,	GAMBIT,	and	Duration	 Player	12	Averages	 GSI	 GAMBIT	 Duration	(ms)	5	yd	passing	(still)	 5.409	 0.094	 5.667	10	yd	passing	(still)	 13.070	 0.134	 8.200	20	yd	passing	(still)	 70.670	 0.230	 13.200		 	 	 	5	yd	clearing	(still)	 5.540	 0.093	 4.000	10	yd	clearing	(still)	 9.026	 0.124	 5.750		 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(still)	 9.854	 0.127	 7.400	10	yd	passing	(runner)	 15.723	 0.127	 8.800	10	yd	shooting	(runner)	 41.642	 0.157	 14.200		 	
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Table	29:	Player	13	Averages	[Data	Collection	Session	1:	Staged]:	PLA,	PRA,	PRV,	and	HIC	Player	13	Averages	 PLA	@	CG	(g)	 PRA	@	CG	(deg/s2)	 PRV	(deg/s)	 HIC_15	 HIC_36	5	yd	passing	(still)	 16.830	 121321.150	 624.479	 6.172	 6.387	10	yd	passing	(still)	 18.855	 130910.480	 521.116	 8.313	 8.833	20	yd	passing	(still)	 21.472	 230993.750	 809.477	 13.927	 16.688		 	 	 	 	 	5	yd	clearing	(still)	 12.333	 84532.000	 433.728	 2.893	 3.139	10	yd	clearing	(still)	 24.163	 216827.000	 943.322	 12.774	 13.009		 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(still)	 14.526	 140486.260	 703.412	 4.144	 5.113	10	yd	passing	(runner)	 21.876	 202614.800	 798.851	 10.770	 11.070	10	yd	shooting	(runner)	 22.777	 251329.200	 928.184	 12.171	 13.277		Table	30:	Player	13	Averages	[Data	Collection	Session	1:	Staged]:	GSI,	GAMBIT,	and	Duration	 Player	13	Averages	 GSI	 GAMBIT	 Duration	(ms)	5	yd	passing	(still)	 9.393	 0.084	 6.500	10	yd	passing	(still)	 11.887	 0.090	 7.000	20	yd	passing	(still)	 21.271	 0.136	 8.250		 	 	 	5	yd	clearing	(still)	 4.290	 0.054	 3.750	10	yd	clearing	(still)	 19.089	 0.130	 8.000		 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(still)	 7.136	 0.086	 5.800	10	yd	passing	(runner)	 15.629	 0.120	 9.000	10	yd	shooting	(runner)	 18.524	 0.136	 8.800			
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	Table	31:	Player	14	Averages	[Data	Collection	Session	1:	Staged]:	PLA,	PRA,	PRV,	and	HIC	Player	14	Averages	 PLA	@	CG	(g)	 PRA	@	CG	(deg/s2)	 PRV	(deg/s)	 HIC_15	 HIC_36	5	yd	passing	(still)	 37.303	 468451.000	 1804.327	 51.486	 55.417	10	yd	passing	(still)	 11.005	 116813.300	 570.381	 2.311	 3.066	20	yd	passing	(still)	 19.144	 239515.600	 999.755	 13.460	 15.261		 	 	 	 	 	5	yd	clearing	(still)	 20.319	 259110.800	 1039.027	 10.595	 13.074	10	yd	clearing	(still)	 21.418	 251886.600	 986.849	 14.395	 16.509		 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(still)	 21.281	 256008.000	 943.195	 13.295	 16.458	10	yd	passing	(runner)	 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(runner)	 	 	 	 	 		Table	32:	Player	14	Averages	[Data	Collection	Session	1:	Staged]:	GSI,	GAMBIT,	and	Duration	 Player	14	Averages	 GSI	 GAMBIT	 Duration	(ms)	5	yd	passing	(still)	 73.144	 0.282	 23.000	10	yd	passing	(still)	 4.197	 0.082	 2.500	20	yd	passing	(still)	 19.704	 0.163	 8.800		 	 	 	5	yd	clearing	(still)	 17.272	 0.159	 6.800	10	yd	clearing	(still)	 21.935	 0.169	 7.600		 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(still)	 21.351	 0.164	 7.200	10	yd	passing	(runner)	 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(runner)	 	 	 		
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Comparative	Maximum	and	Minimum	Values:	Peak	Linear	and	Rotational	
Acceleration,	Peak	Rotational	Velocity,	and	Duration	of	Impact	vs.	Heading	
type	and	Distance	Table	33:	Maximum	Peak	Linear	Acceleration	Max	PLA	@CG	(g)	 	 	 	 	 	 Players	 	 	 	 	 		 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	5	yd	passing	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		10	yd	passing	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	20	yd	passing	(still)	 		 		 	 		 		 		 	 		 		 		 	 		 	 	5	yd	clearing	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	clearing	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		 	 		 	10	yd	shooting	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	passing	(runner)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(runner)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		Table	34:	Minimum	Peak	Linear	Acceleration	Min	PLA	@CG	(g)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Players	 	 	 	 		 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	5	yd	passing	(still)	 	 	 	 		 	 	 	 		 		 		 	 	 	 	10	yd	passing	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		 	 	 		20	yd	passing	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	5	yd	clearing	(still)	 		 		 	 	 		 		 	 	 	 	 	 		 		 	10	yd	clearing	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	passing	(runner)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(runner)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 							
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Table	35:	Maximum	Peak	Rotational	Acceleration	Max	PRA	@CG	(deg/s2)	 	 	 	 	 Players	 	 	 	 	 		 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	5	yd	passing	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		10	yd	passing	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	20	yd	passing	(still)	 		 		 	 		 		 		 	 		 		 		 		 		 	 	5	yd	clearing	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	clearing	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	passing	(runner)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(runner)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		 		Table	36:	Minimum	Peak	Rotational	Acceleration	Min	PRA	@CG	(deg/s2)	 	 	 	 	 Players	 	 	 	 	 		 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	5	yd	passing	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		 	 		 	 		 	 	10	yd	passing	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		 	 	 		20	yd	passing	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	5	yd	clearing	(still)	 		 		 	 		 		 	 	 	 		 	 	 	 		 	10	yd	clearing	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	passing	(runner)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(runner)	 	 	 	 	 	 		 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 		Table	37:	Maximum	Peak	Rotational	Velocity	Max	PRV	(deg/s)	 	 	 	 	 	 Players	 	 	 	 	 		 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	5	yd	passing	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 		10	yd	passing	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	20	yd	passing	(still)	 	 		 	 		 		 		 	 		 	 	 		 		 	 	5	yd	clearing	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	clearing	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		 	10	yd	shooting	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	passing	(runner)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(runner)	 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		 	 	 	 		
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Table	38:	Minimum	Peak	Rotational	Velocity	Min	PRV	(deg/s)	 	 	 	 	 	 Players	 	 	 	 	 		 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	5	yd	passing	(still)	 	 	 	 		 		 	 	 		 		 	 	 		 	 	10	yd	passing	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		 	 	 		20	yd	passing	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	5	yd	clearing	(still)	 		 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		 	10	yd	clearing	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		 	 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	passing	(runner)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(runner)	 	 	 	 	 	 		 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 		Table	39:	Maximum	Duration	of	Impact	Max	duration	(ms)	 	 	 	 	 	 Players	 	 	 	 	 		 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	5	yd	passing	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		10	yd	passing	(still)	 	 	 	 	 		 	 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	20	yd	passing	(still)	 		 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 		 		 	 	 	 	5	yd	clearing	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	clearing	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(still)	 	 	 	 		 	 	 	 		 	 	 		 	 	 	10	yd	passing	(runner)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		 	10	yd	shooting	(runner)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		 	 		Table	40:	Minimum	Duration	of	Impact	Min	duration	(ms)	 	 	 	 	 	 Players	 	 	 	 	 		 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	5	yd	passing	(still)	 	 	 	 		 	 	 	 		 		 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	passing	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		 		 	 	 		20	yd	passing	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	5	yd	clearing	(still)	 		 		 	 	 		 		 	 	 	 	 	 		 		 	10	yd	clearing	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(still)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	passing	(runner)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	10	yd	shooting	(runner)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		
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Comparative	Data	Tables	Considering	Player	Impact	Profiles	of	Greater	Than	
10g,	15g,	20g	PLA	for	all	Data	Collection	Sessions	Table	41:	Data	Values	for	Impact	Profiles	Exceeding	10g	PLA	[Position;	Proficiency;	PLA]	 Player	 Position	 Proficiency	 PLA_f	 Max	PLA	 Avg	PLA	1	 F	 Excellent	 81	 58.9703	 20.904722	2	 D	 Good	 63	 110.674	 23.874674	3	 M	 Excellent	 69	 123.185	 28.999939	4	 D	 Decent	 76	 110.112	 30.32282	5	 D	 Decent	 73	 75.2324	 21.825035	6	 D	 Good	 115	 117.718	 19.79986	7	 F	 Good	 96	 114.433	 17.736807	8	 GK	 Good	 69	 165.168	 22.704437	9	 F	 Good	 56	 76.0479	 24.19813	10	 D	 Decent	 79	 226.871	 23.07806	11	 F	 Good	 68	 80.9099	 22.095654	12	 M	 Excellent	 120	 235.028	 23.214487	13	 M	 Excellent	 65	 71.2874	 20.520231	14	 M	 Poor	 61	 86.4899	 23.004316		Table	42:	Data	Values	for	Impact	Profiles	Exceeding	10g	PLA	[PRA;	HitSP;	GAMBIT;	GSI]	Player	 Max	PRA	 Avg	PRA	 Avg	HitSP	 Avg	GAMBT	 Avg	GSI	1	 758863	 190561.72	 19.284168	 0.100004174	 20.937151	2	 734529	 213352.52	 20.412468	 0.12911105	 33.759094	3	 811913	 187322.98	 22.23304	 0.08942086	 51.126194	4	 1940000	 308139.53	 27.667612	 0.18754013	 73.291	5	 760633	 209817.95	 21.145773	 0.1167958	 24.68643	6	 651757	 155873.44	 18.776815	 0.09580313	 19.026945	7	 484746	 162206.02	 17.740078	 0.092683904	 17.058262	8	 902444	 197129.73	 21.310452	 0.10304663	 35.54965	9	 590211	 160082.38	 15.609411	 0.112290606	 25.249186	10	 876505	 172337.97	 22.385834	 0.10584138	 55.5161	11	 731486	 201858.48	 19.616783	 0.10159575	 22.400633	12	 911491	 209827.97	 22.539198	 0.1170944	 70.23252	13	 390906	 148390.1	 18.903063	 0.084630415	 13.572808	14	 614115	 167573.38	 19.209871	 0.104779065	 23.27206	
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	Table	43:	Location	Specific	Data	Values	for	Impact	Profiles	Exceeding	10g	PLA	[Frequency	and	PLA]		 Frequency	 AVERAGE	PLA	 	 	Player	 Top	 Side	 Front	 Back	 Top	 Side	 Front	 Back	1.0	 6.0	 41.0	 25.0	 9.0	 18.5	 20.3	 21.7	 23.0	2.0	 1.0	 39.0	 4.0	 19.0	 15.5	 23.6	 37.6	 22.0	3.0	 6.0	 41.0	 14.0	 8.0	 45.4	 30.5	 14.8	 34.2	4.0	 2.0	 29.0	 39.0	 6.0	 35.3	 25.5	 36.3	 12.9	5.0	 0.0	 48.0	 20.0	 5.0	 ---	 22.4	 20.9	 19.8	6.0	 5.0	 67.0	 30.0	 13.0	 19.1	 19.3	 22.7	 16.0	7.0	 0.0	 60.0	 15.0	 21.0	 ---	 16.0	 21.5	 20.0	8.0	 2.0	 50.0	 12.0	 5.0	 14.3	 21.6	 20.0	 43.7	9.0	 20.0	 14.0	 8.0	 14.0	 25.5	 25.9	 22.3	 21.7	10.0	 1.0	 47.0	 19.0	 12.0	 29.8	 21.1	 29.1	 20.5	11.0	 3.0	 34.0	 18.0	 13.0	 16.3	 25.6	 17.5	 20.7	12.0	 4.0	 61.0	 37.0	 18.0	 57.3	 16.9	 26.8	 29.7	13.0	 4.0	 54.0	 2.0	 5.0	 13.0	 22.0	 15.8	 12.2	14.0	 0.0	 38.0	 8.0	 15.0	 ---	 22.0	 23.5	 25.2		Table	44:	Location	Specific	Data	Values	for	Impact	Profiles	Exceeding	10g	PLA	[PRA]		 AVERAGE	PRA	 	 	Player	 Top	 Side	 Front	 Back	1.0	 152467.1	 180480.5	 237969.5	 130195.8	2.0	 200105.0	 180902.8	 408258.0	 239624.5	3.0	 366609.3	 133827.0	 174404.7	 349632.5	4.0	 301896.0	 165416.2	 446456.9	 100987.7	5.0	 ---	 181577.1	 268980.6	 244279.7	6.0	 141116.4	 123895.0	 226119.9	 164254.0	7.0	 ---	 104166.1	 308147.9	 223790.1	8.0	 144214.5	 174571.1	 279619.4	 245906.7	9.0	 159742.3	 148977.5	 161880.7	 170645.4	10.0	 504656.0	 137891.0	 234553.1	 181055.0	11.0	 190338.5	 204582.1	 217334.0	 175966.1	12.0	 523750.0	 142091.0	 277933.9	 229625.0	13.0	 161865.2	 151760.0	 168744.0	 93073.1	14.0	 ---	 119342.0	 184802.5	 280570.6			
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Table	45:	Data	Values	for	Impact	Profiles	Exceeding	15g	PLA	[Position;	Proficiency;	PLA]	 Player	 Position	 Proficiency	 PLA_f	 Max	PLA	 Avg	PLA	1	 F	 Excellent	 44	 58.9703	 28.159569	2	 D	 Good	 41	 110.674	 30.144997	3	 M	 Excellent	 37	 123.185	 43.5838	4	 D	 Decent	 56	 110.112	 36.94369	5	 D	 Decent	 44	 75.2324	 28.287903	6	 D	 Good	 62	 117.718	 26.781656	7	 F	 Good	 39	 114.433	 26.696308	8	 GK	 Good	 44	 165.168	 28.37174	9	 F	 Good	 44	 76.0479	 27.408663	10	 D	 Decent	 39	 226.871	 34.747208	11	 F	 Good	 41	 80.9099	 28.51366	12	 M	 Excellent	 57	 235.028	 35.356712	13	 M	 Excellent	 44	 71.2874	 24.477821	14	 M	 Poor	 41	 86.4899	 28.645002		Table	46:	Data	Values	for	Impact	Profiles	Exceeding	15g	PLA	[PRA;	HitSP;	GAMBIT;	GSI]	Player	 Max	PRA	 Avg	PRA	 Avg	HitSP	 Avg	GAMBT	 Avg	GSI	1	 758863	 261040.06	 22.939215	 0.13118352	 34.806953	2	 734529	 301883.94	 23.911612	 0.17610201	 49.522682	3	 811913	 247449.19	 28.216167	 0.120733015	 92.474014	4	 1940000	 392706.22	 32.40333	 0.23849584	 98.19336	5	 760633	 284255.22	 24.650246	 0.14998332	 38.02869	6	 651757	 219467.6	 22.020525	 0.12847939	 31.643314	7	 484746	 269721.8	 21.786976	 0.14852814	 35.577065	8	 902444	 258919.25	 24.874025	 0.1302161	 53.230686	9	 590211	 187521.47	 16.565733	 0.12820245	 30.775091	10	 876505	 247293.52	 29.81598	 0.14763209	 107.62394	11	 731486	 261376.42	 22.368824	 0.12889206	 34.53165	12	 911491	 302049.34	 30.226227	 0.16784585	 142.47269	13	 390906	 162228.73	 21.112106	 0.09730105	 18.336668	14	 614115	 209862.52	 20.926346	 0.13100113	 32.91795				
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Table	47:	Location	Specific	Data	Values	for	Impact	Profiles	Exceeding	15g	PLA		
	 Frequency	 AVERAGE	PLA	 	 	Player	 Top	 Side	 Front	 Back	 Top	 Side	 Front	 Back	1.0	 4.0	 22.0	 15.0	 3.0	 21.3	 27.5	 27.7	 44.9	2.0	 1.0	 24.0	 4.0	 12.0	 15.5	 30.6	 37.6	 27.9	3.0	 5.0	 23.0	 5.0	 4.0	 51.7	 44.9	 20.0	 55.5	4.0	 2.0	 14.0	 39.0	 1.0	 35.3	 40.3	 36.3	 17.6	5.0	 0.0	 27.0	 14.0	 3.0	 ---	 30.5	 24.7	 24.9	6.0	 4.0	 25.0	 28.0	 5.0	 20.3	 32.3	 23.3	 23.7	7.0	 0.0	 16.0	 13.0	 10.0	 ---	 27.7	 22.9	 30.0	8.0	 1.0	 32.0	 10.0	 1.0	 15.2	 26.8	 21.1	 165.2	9.0	 18.0	 9.0	 8.0	 9.0	 26.9	 33.1	 22.3	 27.3	10.0	 1.0	 24.0	 9.0	 5.0	 29.8	 30.3	 47.8	 33.5	11.0	 2.0	 18.0	 11.0	 10.0	 18.8	 37.2	 20.9	 23.1	12.0	 4.0	 18.0	 29.0	 6.0	 57.3	 28.5	 30.7	 63.8	13.0	 1.0	 41.0	 1.0	 1.0	 17.1	 25.0	 19.3	 15.6	14.0	 0.0	 19.0	 8.0	 14.0	 ---	 32.6	 23.5	 26.3		Table	48:	Location	Specific	Data	Values	for	Impact	Profiles	Exceeding	15g	PLA	[PRA]		 AVERAGE	PRA	 	 	Player	 Top	 Side	 Front	 Back	1.0	 195306.0	 244534.8	 317113.4	 189357.2	2.0	 200105.0	 261717.5	 408258.0	 355240.4	3.0	 396577.6	 171370.9	 177966.7	 585342.0	4.0	 301896.0	 269847.2	 446456.9	 198078.0	5.0	 ---	 263699.3	 306018.3	 367698.3	6.0	 137715.5	 203989.6	 232172.5	 291111.6	7.0	 ---	 191044.3	 318814.2	 331785.7	8.0	 156307.0	 230535.4	 295656.3	 902444.0	9.0	 168545.2	 202908.8	 161880.7	 232878.4	10.0	 504656.0	 184613.6	 339833.3	 330113.2	11.0	 259926.0	 313521.5	 240206.8	 191091.9	12.0	 523750.0	 196917.8	 310308.3	 429724.7	13.0	 250611.0	 161608.3	 217850.0	 43665.0	14.0	 ---	 158317.7	 184802.5	 294136.1				
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Table	49:	Data	Values	for	Impact	Profiles	Exceeding	20g	PLA	[PRA;	HitSP;	GAMBIT;	GSI]	 Player	 Position	 Proficiency	 PLA_f	 Max	PLA	 Avg	PLA	1	 F	 Excellent	 27	 58.9703	 35.143677	2	 D	 Good	 29	 110.674	 35.358856	3	 M	 Excellent	 26	 123.185	 54.915524	4	 D	 Decent	 48	 110.112	 40.159782	5	 D	 Decent	 33	 75.2324	 31.864466	6	 D	 Good	 35	 117.718	 34.015606	7	 F	 Good	 23	 114.433	 33.213062	8	 GK	 Good	 25	 165.168	 36.96963	9	 F	 Good	 30	 76.0479	 31.989985	10	 D	 Decent	 29	 226.871	 40.902443	11	 F	 Good	 27	 80.9099	 34.4296	12	 M	 Excellent	 31	 235.028	 50.718227	13	 M	 Excellent	 26	 71.2874	 29.383305	14	 M	 Poor	 26	 86.4899	 35.278923		Table	50:	Data	Values	for	Impact	Profiles	Exceeding	20g	PLA	[PRA;	HitSP;	GAMBIT;	GSI]	Player	 Max	PRA	 Avg	PRA	 Avg	HitSP	 Avg	GAMBT	 Avg	GSI	1	 758863	 327741.72	 26.47322	 0.16129887	 51.887917	2	 734529	 345928.8	 26.512815	 0.20309055	 65.07498	3	 811913	 268801.2	 32.64695	 0.13932043	 129.13123	4	 1940000	 430477.4	 34.794674	 0.26234123	 112.9198	5	 760633	 316011.5	 26.50916	 0.16975677	 48.183403	6	 651757	 255430.86	 25.954273	 0.14623843	 47.973015	7	 484746	 308470.38	 25.082317	 0.17662938	 53.318104	8	 902444	 315814.2	 29.72188	 0.15867935	 87.073685	9	 590211	 220132.02	 17.773912	 0.14766045	 40.440666	10	 876505	 289062.22	 33.79143	 0.16760203	 141.37354	11	 731486	 285496.47	 25.399593	 0.13084571	 46.50898	12	 911491	 376725.22	 40.2195	 0.21357174	 252.82396	13	 390906	 188508.4	 23.647785	 0.11020057	 25.33011	14	 614115	 243804.14	 23.407846	 0.14843354	 46.16496				
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Table	51:	Location	Specific	Data	Values	for	Impact	Profiles	Exceeding	20g	PLA		
	 Frequency	 AVERAGE	PLA	 	 	Player	 Top	 Side	 Front	 Back	 Top	 Side	 Front	 Back	1.0	 2.0	 11.0	 11.0	 3.0	 25.1	 38.4	 31.0	 44.9	2.0	 0.0	 15.0	 4.0	 10.0	 ---	 38.4	 37.6	 30.0	3.0	 4.0	 16.0	 2.0	 4.0	 60.5	 57.1	 25.1	 55.5	4.0	 2.0	 9.0	 37.0	 0.0	 35.3	 53.1	 37.3	 ---	5.0	 0.0	 19.0	 11.0	 3.0	 ---	 35.9	 26.8	 24.9	6.0	 1.0	 16.0	 16.0	 2.0	 25.5	 41.1	 27.4	 34.8	7.0	 0.0	 10.0	 8.0	 5.0	 ---	 33.9	 26.0	 43.4	8.0	 0.0	 19.0	 5.0	 1.0	 ---	 33.2	 25.6	 165.2	9.0	 14.0	 6.0	 4.0	 6.0	 29.4	 41.4	 26.1	 32.4	10.0	 1.0	 16.0	 7.0	 5.0	 29.8	 36.9	 57.0	 33.5	11.0	 0.0	 13.0	 7.0	 7.0	 ---	 45.4	 23.4	 25.1	12.0	 4.0	 11.0	 13.0	 3.0	 57.3	 36.1	 47.0	 111.4	13.0	 0.0	 26.0	 0.0	 0.0	 ---	 29.4	 ---	 ---	14.0	 0.0	 11.0	 5.0	 10.0	 ---	 44.3	 27.6	 29.2		Table	52:	Location	Specific	Data	Values	for	Impact	Profiles	Exceeding	20g	PLA	[PRA]		 AVERAGE	PRA	 	 	Player	 Top	 Side	 Front	 Back	1.0	 219928.0	 358473.4	 354353.7	 189357.2	2.0	 ---	 311074.0	 408258.0	 373279.5	3.0	 374287.2	 189378.5	 60129.2	 585342.0	4.0	 301896.0	 336794.8	 460215.5	 ---	5.0	 ---	 309140.7	 313783.0	 367698.3	6.0	 164017.0	 247575.4	 255120.9	 366461.5	7.0	 ---	 247155.8	 354906.0	 356802.4	8.0	 ---	 274107.1	 356975.4	 902444.0	9.0	 188776.2	 263327.1	 208735.0	 257698.5	10.0	 504656.0	 221529.1	 383302.3	 330113.2	11.0	 ---	 335682.9	 254649.4	 223140.1	12.0	 523750.0	 208142.4	 431971.6	 559428.0	13.0	 ---	 188508.4	 ---	 ---	14.0	 ---	 171578.0	 249141.2	 320584.3			 	
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					CHAPTER	5		DISCUSSION	Quantitative	measurements	such	as	 impact	profile	 for	hit	 type	and	distance	are	 compared	 with	 qualitative	 values	 such	 as	 player	 profiles	 including	 positional	and	heading	proficiency	analysis.		From	maximum	and	minimum	peak	value	analysis	(Tables	33-40),	it	is	seen	that	 the	 majority	 of	 maximum	 values	 come	 from	 the	 headers	 performed	 while	stationary.	Particularly,	the	20	yard	stationary	passing	header	impact	profile	tends	to	have	the	maximum	PLA,	PRA,	and	PRV	values,	occurring	as	the	maximum	for	at	least	 50%	 of	 the	 players.	 The	 max	 PLA,	 PRA	 and	 PRV	 values	 for	 the	 20	 yard	stationary	passing	header	could	be	due	more	in	part	to	the	distance	of	the	incoming	header	as	opposed	to	the	header	type	or	stationary	vs.	running	classification.	Such	observations	 seem	 to	 be	 in	 line	 with	 the	 assumption	 that	 as	 distance	 increases	velocity	follows	and	increases	as	well.		In	comparing	the	10-yard	stationary	shooting	header	to	the	10-yard	running	shooting	header,	it	is	seen	that	Players	1,	4,	5,	10,	and	13	had	higher	PRA,	PLA,	and	PRV	 values	 for	 the	 running	 type	 than	 the	 stationary	 type.	 Players	 2,	 9	 had	 lower	PRA,	PLA,	and	PRV	values	for	the	running	type	than	the	stationary	type.	Players	6,	7,	8,	11,	12,	had	some	mix	of	the	two	previous	cases,	with	PRA,	PLA,	and	PRV	not	being	constantly	higher	or	lower	in	either	stationary	or	running.		
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Players	 4	 and	 9	were	 the	 youngest	 of	 the	 participants	 and	 had	 two	 of	 the	highest	 PLA	 values	 (44.6	 and	 34.6	 g’s).	 Their	 high	 PLA	 values	 could	 be	 seen	 as	 a	relation	of	isometric	neck	strength	and	impact	magnitude.	The	two	youngest	players	may	have	registered	two	of	the	highest	g	force	values	due	to	the	fact	that	they	may	have	not	been	as	physically	developed	as	the	older	players	on	the	team	[8].	Players	 1,	 3,	 12,	 and	 13	 were	 evaluated	 by	 their	 coaching	 staff	 as	 having	“excellent”	 heading	 form.	 Player	 1	 recorded	 maximum	 average	 PLA,	 PRA,	 and	duration	 for	 the	 20-yard	 stationary	 passing	 header,	 while	 recording	 maximum	average	PRV	for	the	10-yard	running	shooting	header.	Player	1	recorded	minimum	average	 PLA,	 PRA,	 PRV,	 and	 duration	 for	 the	 5-yard	 stationary	 clearing	 header.	Likewise,	 player	 12	 recorded	 maximum	 average	 PLA	 and	 PRA	 for	 the	 20-yard	stationary	passing	header	 in	 addition	 to	 recording	maximum	average	PRV	 for	 the	20-yard	stationary	passing	header.	Player	12	recorded	minimum	average	PLA	and	duration	for	the	5-yard	stationary	clearing	header	and	minimum	average	PRA	and	PRV	 for	 the	5-yard	 stationary	passing	header.	Player	13	did	not	 record	maximum	average	PLA	or	PRA	for	the	20-yard	stationary	passing	header,	however	her	average	PLA,	PRA,	and	PRV	for	the	20-yard	stationary	passing	header	were	all	within	15%	of	her	 maximum	 average	 values	 for	 PLA,	 PRA,	 and	 PRV.	 Player	 13,	 like	 player	 1,	recorded	minimum	average	PLA,	PRA,	PRV,	and	duration	for	the	5-yard	stationary	clearing	header.		There	 appears	 to	 be	 a	 relative	 consistency	 of	minimum	 average	 values	 for	PLA,	 PRA,	 PRV,	 and	 duration	 for	 players	 considered	 to	 have	 “excellent”	 heading	proficiency.	 This	 relative	 consistency	 could	 mean	 that	 when	 players	 are	 simply	
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trying	to	head	the	ball	away	without	focusing	on	direction	and	accuracy	the	impact	profiles	are	less	severe	than	when	asked	to	focus	on	accuracy	and	direction	like	in	passing	and	shooting	headers.		Players	14	was	evaluated	as	having	“poor”	heading	form.	Player	14	recorded	maximum	 average	 PLA,	 PRA,	 PRV,	 and	 duration	 for	 the	 5-yard	 stationary	 passing	header	 type.	 In	 fact,	 player	 14’s	 values	 (PLA,	 PRA,	 PRV,	 duration)	 for	 the	 5-yard	stationary	 passing	 header	 were	 all	 at	 least	 42%	 higher	 than	 the	 next	 highest	magnitude	header	type	values.	This	may	provide	evidence	for	a	correlation	between	“poor”	heading	form	and	impact	severity	profiles.		The	 xSposure	 scores	must	 only	 be	 considered	 for	 the	 staged	measurement	day	(data	collection	session	1)	when	analyzing	inter-player	values,	because	this	was	the	 only	 day	 when	 the	 players	 each	 performed	 the	 same	 amount	 of	 headers.	 In	subsequent	 data	 collection	 sessions,	 players	 heading	 attempts	 were	 not	 kept	constant	because	they	were	participating	in	a	real	game	where	minutes	played	and	header	amounts	attempted	varied.	When	comparing	player	heading	proficiency	and	xSposure	score,	it	is	seen	that	the	four	players	(1,3,12,13)	with	“excellent”	heading	form	had	4	out	of	the	5	lowest	xSposure	scores	and	all	below	155.	In	addition,	the	players	 (4,5,10)	 with	 “decent”	 heading	 form	 all	 scored	 within	 the	 higher	 half	 of	xSposure	 scores	 and	 all	 above	 200.	 In	 particular,	 player	 4	 scored	 the	 highest	xSposure	score	of	346.	Player	14,	considered	 to	have	“poor”	heading	 form,	had	an	xSposure	score	of	193.		There	 does	 not	 appear	 to	 be	 a	 direct	 correlation	 between	 the	 number	 of	impacts	performed	and	xSposure	score	for	the	staged	data	collection	day.	However,	
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when	 broadly	 examining	 averages	 of	 the	 xSposure	 scores	 collected	 from	 all	 three	data	 collection	 sessions,	 it	 can	 be	 seen	 that	 generally	 the	more	 impacts	 taken	 the	greater	the	xSposure	score.	The	five	players	(2,9,11,13,14)	with	the	least	amount	of	recorded	 impacts	 had	 the	 five	 lowest	 xSposure	 scores,	while	 the	 three	 of	 the	 five	players	(1,6,12)	with	the	most	recorded	impacts	had	three	of	the	5	highest	xSposure	scores.			 The	 impact	 locations	 are	 of	 particular	 interest	 when	 looked	 at	 in	 light	 of	Ponce	 et	 al’s	 findings,	 which	 concluded	 that	 the	 forehead	 or	 frontal	 area	 of	 the	cranium	 is	 the	best,	 in	 terms	of	safety,	place	 to	head	 the	ball	 [16].	The	study	does	make	note	of	 the	possible	 error	 in	 analyzing	 force	 impacts	digitally	 by	 simulation	due	 to	 the	 variability	 of	 real	 header	 types.	 The	 study	 also	 notes	 that	 the	 parietal	zone	is	the	worst	part	of	the	cranium	to	head	the	ball	with.	In	examining	Table	32,	it	is	 seen	 that	 players	 1,	 4,	 6,	 and	 12	 headed	 at	 least	 40%	 of	 their	 attempts,	 with	impact	 profiles	 containing	 PLA	 in	 excess	 of	 20g,	 with	 the	 front	 of	 their	 cranium.	Comparatively,	 the	rest	of	 the	participants’	 impacts	that	exceeded	20g	had	highest	frequency	locations	of	either	the	side	(2,	3,	5,	7,	8,	10,	11,	13,	14)	or	the	top	(9)	of	their	cranium.	This	is	most	likely	a	result	of	technique	and	is	something	that	could	be	 improved	upon	dramatically	 and	easily	within	 the	high	 school	women’s	 soccer	population.	
Limitations		 Some	real	world	logistic	 limitations	were	associated	with	this	study.	Not	all	participants	 (n=14)	were	 present	 for	 all	 three	 data	 collection	 sessions.	 Additional	testing	days,	particularly	 staged	 testing	days,	would	have	been	beneficial	 to	verify	
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and	 better	 correlate	 the	 results	 from	 data	 collection	 session	 1.	 Ideally,	 the	 study	would	span	the	course	of	a	season.	This	time	frame	would	allow	for	more	in	depth	analysis	and	ongoing	recommendation	of	player	form.		Additionally,	 it	 is	 important	 to	 note	 that	 the	 number	 of	 recorded	 impacts	does	not	equal	the	number	of	attempted	headers.	Some	header	attempts	by	players	may	have	been	filtered	out	of	the	data	as	“clack”	impacts.	“Clack”	impacts	are	those	that	 the	 xPatch	 records	 as	 not	 real	 impacts	 based	 upon	 a	 proprietary	 algorithm	designed	by	X2	Biosystems’	engineers.	This	may	be	a	source	of	error	in	the	study	as	some	of	the	players	attempted	headers	may	have	registered	as	clack	and	not	been	recorded.	 A	 new	 study	 that	 evaluates	 the	 accuracy	 of	 the	 xPatch’s	 clack	measurement	algorithm	as	it	pertains	to	soccer	headers	may	be	useful	future	work,	but	is	not	within	the	scope	of	this	study.			 																					
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